Why printers are
an easy target for
cyber attacks
Increasing Vulnerability

165M

21%

network printers

44%

increase in security
vulnerabilities over
the past year 2

are vulnerable to attacks
from hackers looking to
bypass firewalls 1

of network printers
allow unauthorized
access to data 3

Enterprises surveyed reported that unsecured printing has impacted their data security:

Print-related data breach
Print-related data loss
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63%
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90%

Companies Aren’t Taking It Seriously

74%

don’t think printers
are at high risk for a
security breach 6

3 out of 5
organizations aren’t deploying
printer user authentication and
administrative passwords 7

64% 56%
of IT managers believe
their printers are likely
infected with malware 8

of companies ignore
printers in their overall
security strategy 9

Offices Have Bad Printing Habits

27%

of office workers have thrown away
printed documents without shredding 11

95%

24%

of workers have a
habit that is risking
print security 10

of office workers have printed documents
but left the copies in the printer tray 12

20%

of office workers have picked up someone
else’s documents from the printer 13

Learn how to minimize your print security risks
at nuance.com/DocumentsAreDangerous
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